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DISCLAIMER

This repofl was prepared as an account of work sponsored
by an agency of the United States Government. Neither
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implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
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the United States Government or any agency thereof. The
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Priority

This application claims priority from Provisional Application No.

60/1 14,883 filed on January 5, 1999. This application was filed during the term of

5 the before-mentioned Provisional Application

Grant Reference

This inventionwas made with Government support under contracts No. W-

7405-Eng-82 (DOE-ISU) awarded by the Department of Energy and No. ITA87-02

10 (DOC-ISU) awarded by the Department of Commerce. The Government has

certain rightsin the invention.

Field of the Invention

This inventionrelates to improvedmethods for the formation of periodic

15 structuresof dielectric material, particularlyphotonicband gap materials, and to

the structuresformed by the improvedmethods.

Background of the Invention

Photoniccrystals or photonicband gap materials comprise crystal-like
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structures in which the dielectricconstantvaries periodicallyin space. The

behavior of electromagneticwaves in photoniccrystals may be analogized to that

of electron waves in natural crystals. Analogousto a band gap in a semiconductor,

if the contrast in dielectric constant is large enough in a photoniccrystal, a

5 ‘frequency gap” or “photonicband gap,” may result, in which electromagnetic

waves withinthe frequency gap are forbidden, irrespective of propagation

direction. In other words, lightor other electromagnetic radiationwithinthe

frequency gap cannot propagate, in any direction,withinthe crystal. Within the

crystal, emission of photonsat frequencies withinthe gap is thus prevented.

10 The potential for strictcontrolof emissionand propagationof lightprovides

many potentialapplicationsin wide-rangingfields.

For example, since the decay rate of an excited atom or molecule is

proportionalto the density of photonstates available for the transition,the

frequency gap can be used,to severely modifythe lifetimesof excited chemical

15 species situated within the photoniccrystal. Immersing an excited atom or.

molecule in a photonicband gap material can increase or decrease the density of

photonstates available for the transition,thus enhancing or suppressingthe decay

rate of the excited species. Such selective modificationof excited species lifetime

will be very useful in photocatalyticprocesses to increase yield and/or selectivityof

20 desired reactions.

Other applicationsenvisionedfor suppressionof spontaneous emission by

photoniccrystals include: (1) use in lasers (particularlysemiconductorlasers) to

increase efficiency or to controlor limitmodes; (2) use in formingsingle-mode

LEDs (3) use in solar cells to increaseefficiency; (4) use in opticalcommunications

25 to increase available bandwidthand (5) use in quantum-opticaldevices. Still other

applicationsthat have been foreseen includechromatography, host-guest

systems, thermal and/or electric shieldsor insulators,porouselectrodes or

electrolytes,waveguides, antenna substratesor shields, opticalfilters and

reflectors, and paint pigments. Applicationsto opticalswitchingand optical

30 computingmay also be found.

While the potentialapplicationsfor photoniccrystals are many, they are
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difficultto make. Present fabricationmethodsaregenerally timeconsuming and
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expensive, not likelyto accommodate commercial production,and not generally

amenable to applicationon curved surfaces. Present methods include (1) use of

microlithographictechniques for assembly of a periodicsemiconductorstructure

and (2) use of a self-orderingcolloidalsuspensionof monodispersesilica or

polystyrenespheres to form a close-packed template for formingan ordered

dielectric matrix.

Method (1), microlithographicfabrication, is relatively uneconomical,

particularlyfor larger crystals.

Method (2), use of monodispersespheres to forma close-packed template

of such spheres, is economicallyattractive because monodispersecolloidal

suspensionsof silica or polystyrenecan self-assemble into close-packed

structuresat optical length scales, with excellent long-range periodicity. But

creation of photonicgaps utilizingsuch close-packed structuresrequires

interconnectedlower-index spheres in an interconnecteddielectricbackgroundof

higher index. Optimum photoniceffects require a low fillingratio (20-30%) of the

dielectric background. Thus the template structure-with lower-index material

surroundinghigher-indexspheres—must be used to form a structurewith the

relative indicesreversed in order to achieve the desired photoniccrystal structure.

Difficultyhas arisen in achievingsuch reversal. While dielectricmaterials with

periodicpores have been fabricated usingsol-gel techniques to form a dielectric

matrix aroundthe spheres of the template, followed by removal of the spheres,

such fabrication is difficultand time-consuming,and definitiveevidence of a

photonicband gap has not been detected in the resulting

Summary of the Invention

structures.

The present inventionprovidesan efficient, reliable method for the

formation of photoniccrystals. Materials producedby the inventivemethods have

shown definitiveevidence of a photonicband gap.

Accordingto the present invention,rather than forming a close-packed

template of microsphere then substitutinga dielectricfor the material in the
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spaces, an aqueous sol is formed ofa ceramic material, such as a nano-

crystallinedielectric particles, and monodispersemicrosphere such as polymer

spheres. The dielectric material is thus incorporatedduringformation of the close-

packed structure. A semiconductormaterial may be substitutedfor the dielectric

5 material, if desired.

The desired quantityof the dielectricmaterial (in terms of volume fraction of

solids) is calculated from the expected geometric structuresuch that it just fills the

voids between the microsphere at a packingefficiency, for the dielectric particles,

of approximately50-60?40,with allowance for shrinkage in bothdrying and firing.

10. For the typical fcc (face-centered cubic)structure,the desired quantityof dielectric

particulate material is about 26% of the total solidsvolume.

Excess particulate material will result in a spreading of the polymer spheres

and an increase in the fillingratio. Excess polymer spheres will result in

incomplete matrix development and possiblyhigher friabilityof the finished

15 structure. The amount of water can be adjusted to change the viscosityof the sol

and thereby affect the dynamics of the self-orderingprocess.

Surface modifyingagents (e.g. deflocculants,dispersants) can be used to

improve the dispersioncharacteristicsof the sol and the orderingbehavior thereof

20 by minimizingagglomeration and settlingof the dielectricor semiconductor

particulate. The pH of the suspensioncan be altered to change the sutiace

charge of boththe particles and the polymerspheres, again affectingthe ordering

behavior.

As microsphere, polystyrene,carboxylate-modifiedpolystyreneand

25 styrene/divinylbenezene (SDVB), available from Seradyn, 1200 Madison Ave,

Indianapolis, Indiana, 46225, have been used by the inventorshereof. Any

polymer that can be manufactured as a sphere with the appropriatesize and size

distributioncharacteristicsand which is amenable to removal by pyrolysisor by

chemical methods could potentiallybe used. For a photonicband gap at optical

30 frequencies, sphere diameters shouldbe between 200 nm and 2~m, depending on

the desired positionof the band gap and the processingshrinkage. Uniform

I
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packing requires that the sphere diameters vary by less than 1%.

Any of a number of dielectricor semiconductingmaterials can be

employed, providedthat the dielectricor semiconductingmaterial can be made

with a sufficientlysmall particle size (from 10-80 nm depending uponthe polymer

5 sphere size used) such that thousandsof particlescan fit in a single void between

polymer spheres. Also, it must be possibleto disperse the particles. Example

particulatedielectricor semiconductormaterials includeTi02, AlzO~,Si02, Zr02,

and MTiO~where M is one or more rare earth metal ions.

The sol is deposited on a substrateand allowed to dry slowly,under

10 controlledhumidityconditions. The sample may be pressed in a cold isostatic

press to increase the as-dried densityand reduce stress cracks appearing during

subsequent heat treatment. The sample is then calcined to burn off the polymer

spheres, leaving air spheres in a dielectricor semiconductormatrix. Thin films with

dimensionsof about 10 mm by 2-3 mm can be reproduciblysynthesized in about

15 one day, in much shorter time than with previouslyknown colloidalsuspension

techniques. The films have highlyordered domains extending from about 50-

100pm, exhibitingbetter short-range and long-range order than previous

macroporousmaterials fabricated from colloidalsuspensions.

The substrate may be glass (for ease of characterization of the film) or any

20 substrate that can withstand the requiredprocessingtemperatures, can be

compatiblewith the thermal expansionof the dielectric solid, and is smooth enough

for an even film deposition.

The dryingstep is preferably performedfor a time in the range of about 10

hrs to about 40 hrs, desirably for about 24 hours, at a humidityin the range of

25 about 70% to about 99?40,desirably about 95?40,and at a temperature in the range

of about 60”F to about 150”F, desirablyabout 76 ‘F.

The pressing step is desirablyperformed by placing the sample, in a

evacuated, sealed, latex bag, in an incompressiblepressure-transmittingoil, then

ramping up in 5 minutes to between 100-200 MPa, desirably,l 70 MPa, holdingfor

30 2 minutes, then releasing pressure.

The calcinationstep is designed accordingto the componentsof the
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system. if the system includesa polymer steric repulsionagent (dispersant), then

the heating rate must be slowed at the appropriatetemperatures to allow for

complete removal of that polymer, as well as the polymer spheres.

The calcinationstep desirably includesslowly heating the sample, at a rate

5 of about 70-80 °C/hr, to a calcinationtemperature in the range of about 500 to

about 900, desirably about 520”C. The calcinationtemperature is then maintained

for a time in the range of about 2 to about 10 hours, followed by coolingto room

temperature at a rate of about 70-80 °/C/hr.

Further features, objects, and advantages of the inventionwill be apparent

10 from the detailed descriptionwhich proceeds below with reference to the following

figures:

Brief Description of the Figures

FIGS. 1a and lb are optical images of respective photoniccrystals created

15 by the method of the present invention. The crystal of FIG. 1a was formed using

microsphere having a diameter of 395 nm. The crystal of FIG. 1b was formed

using microsphere having a diameter of 479 nm.

FIGS. 2a and 2b are scanningelectron microscope (SEM) images of

photoniccrystals prepared accordingto the present invention.

20 FIGS. 3a is a computer-generated plotof specular reflectance for each of

four-differentphotoniccrystalsformed with microsphere of the indicated

diameters.

FIG. 3b is a computer-generatedplot of the observed reflectance peak of

the four photoniccrystals of FIG. 3a as a functionof microspherediameter.

25

Detailed Description

The present inventionprovidesa quick, reliable and economical method for

forming photoniccrystals, that is, periodicdielectricstructuresexhibitingphotonic

band gaps.

30 First, a sol containinga nano-crystallineceramic dielectric (or

semiconductor) material and monodispersepolymer microsphere is formed. The
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desired quantityof the dielectricmaterial (in terms of volume fraction of so{ids)is

calculated from the expected geometric structuresuch that itjust fills the voids

between the microsphere at a packingefficiency,for the dielectricparticles, of

approximately 50-60?40,with allowance for shrinkage in both dryingand firing. For

the typical fcc (face-centered cubic)structure,the desired quantityof dielectric

particulate material is about 26% of the total solidsvolume. The suspensionis

ultrasonicallydisruptedto ensure properdispersion.The solids loadingof the

suspensioncan be adjusted to modifythe eticiency of packing and the thickness

of the resultingfilms.

Next, a film of the sol is depositedon a substrate. The film is preferably

slow-depositedthroughslow drying.The substrate is desirably chosen for one or

more of the followingqualities:any substratethat can withstandthe required

processingtemperatures, be compatiblewith the thermal expansion of the

dielectricsolid, and is smooth enough for even film deposition. The substrate may

additionallyincludeor be shaped in the form of a mold configuredto facilitate self-

arranging and/or orientingof the microsphere in a desired close-packed order.

The substrate may also have lines or other patternsetched in the surface thereof,

in patterns similarlydesigned to enhance self-arranging and/or orientingof the

microsphere in a desired close-packed order.

After the film is deposited, it is dried. Drying is desirably performed

gradually, in a controlledhumidityenvironmentwith relative humiditywithinthe

range of about 709f0to about 99% and temperature in the range of about 60”F to

about 150”F. Dryingtime is desirablywithinthe range of about 10 hrs to about 40

hrs, more specificallyabout 24 hours,or until98% of the physicalwater is

removed.

After the film is dried, it is desirablycold pressed in an isostaticpress to

increase its as-dried density. This has the effect of reducingcracking of the film

due to stresses arisingduringsubsequentthermal processing.

The film is then calcined to remove the polymer microsphere therefrom.

Calcination is desirably performed at temperatures within the range of about 500”C

to about 900”C for a time in the range of about 2 hr to about 10 hr. Ramp-up to
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calclnatlontemperature ISdesirably gradual, at a rate of about 70-80 °C/hr.

Working Examples

Titania, which has a refractive index of about 2.6 to about 2.8 at optical

wavelengths, with negligibleabsorptionabove 400nm, was used as the

backgrounddielectricfillingmedium. A sol was formed of nano-crystallinetitania

(Tri-K Industries,New Jersey , Micro-titaniumdioxide - 150W, with a quoted

particle size of 15 rim.) and monodispersepolystyrenespheres (Seradyn Inc.,

Indianapolis)to form a suspension. A few drops of this sol were dropped on a

glass substrate to forma single sample and allowed to dry slowlyover a period of

about 24 hours in a humiditychamber. The sample was then pressed in a cold

isostaticpress to improve the initialdensityof the as-dried sample, and to reduce

stress cracks during subsequent heat treatment. The sample was then slowly

heated to 520°C in 6 hours and held for 5 hours before rampingdown to ambient

in 6 hours,whereby the polystyrenespheres were burned off, leaving behind air

spheres in a titania matrix. Thin filmswith dimensions - 10mm by 2-3mm were

reproduciblysynthesized in this way in much shorter times (about one day) than

with sol-gel infiltrationtechniques. Samples were prepared as above with

microsphere of four differentdiameters: 395nm, 479nm, 556nm, and 770nm.

Optical inspectionof the samples revealed shiny regionswith characteristic

colorsthat depend on the size of the polystyrenespheres used. This was

especially clear when the samples were viewed under a microscope. Samples

fabricated with 395nm spheres exhibitedbrightgreen regions as shown in Fig. 1a.

With larger spheres of 479nm, the colorshiftedto a salmon-red color as shown in

Fig. 1b. Unlike previous films, these filmsexhibit uniformcolor over large regions

millimetersin size.

As shown in FIG. 2a, wide-view scanningelectron microscope(SEM)

images show large domains with excellent order extending from about 50vm to

more than about 100~m. (The micronbars on the micrographof FIG. 2a show a

10~m bar.) Also visible are single-heightsteps separating large domains of

hexagonally-ordered regions. The domainsare also well-ordered across drying

8



cracks in the sample, indicatingthat orderingin the samples occurs upon

depositionand is not disruptedby the dryingand heating process. The crystals

exhibit considerablybetter short-range and long-range order than the macroporous

materials fabricated with sol-gel methods.

5 As shown in FIG. 2b (in which the micronbars show a Ipm bar), higher

magnificationSEM images reveal hollowregionsof air spheres that are very well

ordered in a triangular lattice. There are three dark regions insideeach hollow

region correspondingto the air spheres of the underlyinglayer, indicatingthat the

spheres are indeed close-packed. The SEM images indicate that the crystalline

10 grains in the film are highlyorientedwith the close-packed planes parallel to the

substrate. Preferential orientationalso exists in the close-packed plane probably

due to stresses developingduringthe dryingprocess. This alignmentof crystal

grains may prove very useful for applicationsand measurements, especially in

cases where a full photonicband gap does not exist in all directionsof propagation

15 in the crystal.

Determinationof the lattice constant indicatesa shrinkage of 5% or less in

the lateral directionof the film due to the heat treatment and consequent

densificationof the titania network. Experimental thickness measurements, before

and after the pressingand heating process, indicate a larger shrinkage in the

20 directionperpendicularto the film.

Since the ordered films have a thicknessof 10~m or greater, their

transmissionof lightis relatively low, and the major optical signature is found in

reflectance measurements. The specular reflectance at near normal incidence

from the films is shown in FIG. 3a for differentsizes of polystyrenespheres as

25 templates. The initialsphere sizes given in the legend were measured directly

from SEM images of ordered arrays of polystyrenespheres.

The prominentfeature is a specular reflectivitypeak, for each structure,that

systematicallyshiftsfrom 1120nm to 521nm over the range of the photonic

crystals. The wavelength of the specular peak correspondsvery well to the visual

30 color of the samples. The larger pore samples have reflectivitypeaks in the near-

infrared. In addition,there is a gradual but featureless increase in reflectivityat
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longer wavelengths (above 10OOnm)in several samples. This is due to the rough

surface of the crystals appearing smootherwhen probed at longerwavelengths.

This increases the specular reflectivity,with an accompanyingdecrease of the

diffuse reflectance at longerwavelength, which is also observed.

The positionof the observed reflectivitypeak scales remarkably well with

the diameter of the spheres, as shown in FIG. 3b, indicatingthat the peak position

is an intrinsicfeature of the photoniccrystals. This is the firstobservationof the

optical signature of a photoniccrystaltogether with the requiredscalingwith

sphere size. These two effects, together a strong indication of predicted photonic

band gap effects, have not been seen in any previouswork on templated photonic

crystals.

Photonicband calculationsand calculated reflectivitiesfrom transfer matrix

simulationsfind that the peak arises from the wide stop band in the stacking

directionfor close-packed structures. For the fcc structure, this correspondsto the

stop band between the lowest bands 2 and 3. These calculationsfind that the

existence and positionof the stop band in the stackingdirectionare insensitiveto

the stacking sequence of the spheres (fee (ABC) or hcp (ABAB)). The stop band

correspondsto the known pseudogap in the photonicdensities of states, and

persistseven for lower indexes (in the neighborhoodof 2), over a large range of

fillingfractions.

To obtainthe refractive index of the titania in the photoniccrystals, the

density of solidtitania films formed under similar processingconditionswas

measured. These were foundto have a densityof about 70°A of the bulkvalue,

leading to an estimated value of n of about 1.9 for the titania in the crystal

structures. The refractive index of the titania in the crystal structuresmay be

improved by sinteringat highertemperatures, desirably in the range of about

600”C to about 10OO°C. Quantitativecalculationsof peak wavelengths have not

yet been made, but preliminaryestimates indicatethat the observed peak

frequencies are consistentwithwhat is knownabout the geometry and filling

fraction of the films.

The present inventionprovidesor the fabricationof large-area optical
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photonic crystals using rapid, economical, and reproducibleceramic techniques.

This will open the way towards the experimentalobservationof many interesting

effects involvingthe controlof lightemissionand propagationin these materials, as

well as many interestingpotentialapplications.

5 While the invention is particularly described herein with reference to

specificworkingembodiments, these embodimentsserve as examples only, and

the inventionis applicable to fabricationof varying photonicband gap materials.

For example, the methods disclosedherein could be applied to binary systems

(systems usingtwo sizes of spheres) or systems employing pore-definingmicro-

10 particles of other than spherical shape. The full scope of the inventionis defined

by the claims below.
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FABRICATION OF

PHOTONIC BAND GAP MATERIALS

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A method for forming a periodicdielectricstructureexhibitingphotonicband

gap effects includesforminga slurryof a nano-crystallineceramic dielectricor

semiconductormaterial and monodispersepolymer microsphere, depositinga

film of the slur~’ on a substrate, dryingthe film, and calciningthe film to remove the

polymer microsphere therefrom. The film may be cold-pressed after dryingand

prior to calcining. The ceramic dielectricor semiconductormaterial may be titania,

and the polymer microsphere may be polystyrenemicrosphere.
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